Product overview

GigaTrust Enterprise Plus:
Delivering RMS Enterprise
Management and Administration
Challenges inside and outside
the enterprise:
• Can you build and maintain a secure
communications network for your
business and supply chain partners?
• Can policy enforcement be automated?
• Can permissions revoked as needed?
• Can you accommodate different
policy needs of different departments
or individuals?
• How can you best monitor the current
status of your RMS environment?
• Can PDFs and other non-Microsoft
file formats be protected?

Features of GigaTrust Enterprise
Plus — Beyond RMS:
• Policy rules. Enforce information
policies that automatically create content
(including emails) policy and assign
it to roles within the organization.
• Automate provisioning of external
users. Add business partners to
your secure RMS communication
environment.
• Dashboard. Provides a graphical
snapshot of current RMS status.
• Reporting. Track users and documents,
and view reports of authorized and
unauthorized attempts to view content.
• Revoke content. Revoke access to
RMS-protected content instantly.
• Added granularity for email control.
Control printing, copying, expiration
and saving.
• File types. Use GigaTrust to protect
additional file types such as PDF,
HTML and image files.

GigaTrust Enterprise Plus
enhances the administration of
Microsoft’s RMS and extends its
functionality and reach inside
and outside the enterprise
For Enterprise Rights Management (ERM)
to be truly effective and deliver automated,
persistent content protection, it must be able
to scale in service capacity, handle business
communities of varied sizes and provide
administrative flexibility. GigaTrust Enterprise
Plus provides this and more. GigaTrust
Enterprise Plus automates the protection of
your sensitive documents and intellectual
property both inside and outside the
enterprise allowing you to share content
with your employees as well as business
and supply chain partners.
GigaTrust Enterprise Plus, our console for
Microsoft’s® Rights Management Services
(RMS), extends and enhances the administrative reach of RMS by providing seamless
policy delegation while maintaining administrative oversight — whether it be at the

business unit, departmental or individual
business user level — you decide and control
both internal and external users of protected
content. GigaTrust Enterprise Plus provides
the IT department with the capability to
identify the people, the communications
and the policies that will be used to persistently
protect content (at rest, in transit and in use).
GigaTrust Enterprise Plus is part of the
Intelligent Rights ManagementTM family of
products designed to extend and enhance
Microsoft’s RMS platform. GigaTrust Enterprise Plus provides valuable capabilities for
both individual users as well as the RMS
administrative team. We make it easy for
individual users within your organization
to take full advantage of the security features
in RMS that allow for secure collaboration
and communication throughout your
organization. We provide the tools that
enable your RMS administrative team to
designate content policy creation to the
content owners and to create role-based
content policies for how RMS is to be used
throughout the organization — by whom,
when, and which documents to protect.
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Figure 1. Sample Dashboard of General Activity

With GigaTrust Enterprise Plus, you can:

Sample Administrator Activity

• Enforce information policies that
automatically protect emails.
• Automate the creation of user accounts
for external parties on a group basis, or
an ad hoc, one-by-one basis.

Sample Document
Usage Detail

• Create/Allow/Block lists for an added
level of granularity of control.
• Build and maintain a secure communication network for your business
partners and supply chain.
• Allow users to build ad hoc and
specialized policy rules.
• Ensure compliance with privacy laws
and government regulations.
• Revoke permissions — quickly and easily.
• Create policies that automate the
protection of Office documents as
well as a wide range of third-party file
formats such as PDF.

Summary of
Internal Users

• View reports in real time about user
activity, document access, policy
creation and modification, and
potential malicious activity.

Blocked Users

GigaTrust Enterprise Plus benefits include:
• Policy decisions that can be delegated
downward within the enterprise to
accommodate different needs of different
departments or individuals.
• Centralized control for mistakenly
shared or no longer relevant content.
• Reporting that provides for trends as
well as potential trouble spots.
• Audit trails that provide accountability
and verification of policy creation and
enforcement.
• System alerts and dashboard that add an
additional level of visibility and control.

Technical Requirements:
Operating System Supported:
Windows Server 2008 R2 sp2, 2012, 2012 R2
64-bit operating system
Active Directory Rights Management Services

About GigaTrust
GigaTrust is a cutting-edge provider of email and content security software
products and services with customers in both the public and private sectors.
GigaTrust is the only provider of the Intelligent Rights ManagementTM
solution, which combines innovative, next-generation content security
technologies built on the foundation of Microsoft® Rights Management
Services. In February 2003, the firm formed a strategic partnership with
Microsoft and formally launched the first in the family of Intelligent Rights
Management products based on the Rights Management Services (RMS)
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security platform. GigaTrust is a Microsoft Silver Certified Partner.
GigaTrust’s family of products and services is easy to use and easy to
deploy for either the author or recipient of protected content. GigaTrust’s
products and services include security solutions for email and document
protection, RMS Administration, automated external user provisioning,
web content, network file shares, e-discovery enablement, and the
mobile device support and admin. & auditing tools. For more
information about GigaTrust,
visit www.gigatrust.com.
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